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Images Name Material Price Description

A set of 10 Puppets
[Gender] Puppets 6000.00

Topic Covered
Domestic Violence

Description
This tool comprises of a complete set of 10 puppets. It aims
To address domestic violence as a pervasive form of
gender-based violence and to initiate discussion about
proactive and sensitive strategies of responding to it. For this
the participants are asked to present a small puppet show
depicting an incident of domestic violence based on the
family composition depicted in their respective handouts.

Bengal Net [Gender] Cloth and Plastic 300.00

Topic Covered
Invisible Biases

Description
This tool comprises of Bengal Net' magic trick and plastic
eggs. This tool is a good medium to discuss the many
situations where we feel gender equality exists but more
often than not there are invisible biases behind the seemingly
equal situation.

Boat Puzzle [Gender] Plastic 50.00

Topic Covered
Energizer

Description
The objective of the Boat Puzzle tool is to establish the
importance of basing community interventions on ground
realities and making them context-specific. Through this tool
we can get to know about the participant's understanding of
the term grounded in reality' with the help of examples from
their area of work.

Bunti-Bubli [Gender] Plastic 150.00

Topic Covered
Born Equal Treated Differently

Description
The objective of this tool is to establish that girls and boys are
born equal but receive differential treatment. In this one figure
appears larger than the other and vice a versa when
reversed.

Card Castle [Gender] Playing Cards 650.00

Topic Covered
Tower of Patriarchy

Description
This tool comprises of a set of Castle Trick, a deck of cards
same as those used in the Castle Trick with few
characteristics of patriarchy written on them, a scarf and a
tray. In this the facilitator provides a castle of cards from few
loose cards. This tool aims to explain manifestations of
patriarchy as an institution and an ideology.

Century [Gender] Flex 500.00

Topic Covered
Feedback & Evaluation

Description
This tool focuses on receiving feedback from the participants
and evaluating the effectiveness of the workshop. For this
each team has to roll the dice one by one and move their coin
according to the number shown on the dice.



Changing Bag
[Gender] Cloth and Paper 350.00

Topic Covered
Gender Based Violence

Description
this tool comprises of Changing Bag magic trick and chits
with desired responses from the family, friends and
community members of the rape victim written on it. In this
the participants are suppose to drop the chits into the bag
with usual responses that a rape victim get from them written
on it. Then facilitator picks out the sheet of desired responses
from the bag rather than the usual ones giving a notion that
the usual responses' chits were replaced by the desired
responses' chits.

Chaupad [Gender] Cloth and Wooden
Counters 750.00

Topic Covered
Importance of being together

Description
This tool is played to generate discussion that to take a
decision for family, opinion of both male and female matters.
This tool is provided with wooden counters of male and
female who go together to reach at the end.

Colored Feather
[Gender] Feather 300.00

Topic Covered
Process of Socialization

Description
This tool comprises of Colored Feather' Trick including
feather rings, bag and ribbons. This tool aims to demonstrate
that what we learn during our growing years reflects in our
attitude and behavior. Also it can be used to discuss the
process of socialization and show that it is reversible.

Flip Change
[Gender] MDF 250.00

Topic Covered
Free the Girl/ Girl Mobility

Description
The objective of this tool is to discuss restriction on mobility
as one of the common manifestations of patriarchal thought
and its impact on women. The Flip card when held towards
the participants shows an image portraying discrimination
against women and after a brief discussion the card will show
an ideal situation which should be there in the society. During
the session one can also discuss about the possible reasons
for restricting women's mobility and also about the
repercussions of imposing restrictions on the mobility of girls
and women.

I am there [Gender] Plastic and Card 250.00

Topic Covered
Gender Issues

Description
I Am There tool is a type of magic trick can be used to spread
a message on Girls' right to liberty, respect, information,
proper health care, etc, as suppressing their rights will inhibit
their proper physical and mental development.

Missing Puzzle
[Gender] Sunboard 150.00

Topic Covered
Missing Girls

Description
This tool aims to spread an understanding regarding son
preference and its relation to sex-selective abortions and also
to build strategies to put an end to sex-selective abortions
leading to female feticide. In this the participants are asked to
assemble the jigsaw puzzle tool. When completed, the puzzle
tool would emerge as a faceless figure of a girl, symbolizing
missing girls in India due to an increase in female feticide and
infanticide.

Multi-Slide [Gender] Sunboard 500.00

Topic Covered
Women Empowerment

Description
This tool consists of pictures which portray the general
assumed jobs/behavior in the society towards girls and boys.
And after a discussion picture changes into the reality where
boys are doing jobs that are assumed for girls and vice versa.



Musical Squares
[Gender] Titron 350.00

Topic Covered
Introductions & Expectations during the group meeting

Description
This tool's objective is to make participants and facilitators
familiar to each other and know participants' expectations
from the workshop.

Nail Puzzle [Gender] Iron 25.00

Topic Covered
Problem Solving

Description
The Nail Puzzle tool can be used to make the participants
understand the meaning of gender equality. Also with its help
we can in a way demonstrate them that achieving gender
equality is a complex issue, intertwined like the nails with
several other issues like poverty, discrimination based on
caste/religion/sexual orientation etc. Therefore, it requires a
well thought out multi-pronged approach followed in a sincere
and concerted manner.

Opportunity Obstacle
[Gender]

Flex and Wooden
counter 500.00

Topic Covered
Gender Equality

Description
This tool requires Obstacles and Opportunities Board Game,
dice, coins, question sheets. It is used To make participants
aware that women face more obstacles and men enjoy more
privileges throughout one's life.

Paper Folding
[Gender] Paper 40.00

Topic Covered
Importance of Girls female feticide

Description
This tool consists of equal pictures of girls and boys. It is
used to depict the situation where if one person kills his girl
child then what will the situation in society, if everybody thinks
in the same manner. At the end only pictures of boys remains
on the sheet.

Paper Scroll
[Gender] Paper 60.00

Topic Covered
Changing the Status

Description
The objective of this tool is to set the tone of the workshop
and to reiterate our vision of ending gender based violence
and discrimination. In this tool you show a paper slip to the
participants on which a message is written based on the
issue of gender violence after which a discussion is initiated
on the ways to stop it. Then after the discussion the previous
message is torn and a new slip is revealed from the torn slip
on which again a message is written related the desired
social environment that should be there.

Violence to Peace
[Gender] Metal and Cloth 60.00

Topic Covered
End Violence

Description
This tool is a type of magic trick that aims to conclude the
workshop with a positive determination. In this tool the
burning cotton symbolizes the current scenario wherein
gender based violence is a burning issue and the flower
which emerges out of the flame depicts the ideal scenario.

Water of India
[Gender] Metal 500.00

Topic Covered
Bowl of Demand

Description
This tool aims to reflect the adverse impact of practice of
dowry and the need to stand up against this practice. Water
coming out of the bowl symbolizes the endless demands
made by the man or his family. As seen in the trick even
when we think all the water has been drained, i.e. all the
demands have been adequately met, it is not so. Till you
keep bending the bowl the water will keep coming out.
Similarly till the woman and her family take a stand demands
made by the husband and his family will never stop.



Wonder Box
[Gender] Plastic 100.00

Topic Covered
Think Beyond the Box

Description
The objective of Wonder Box tool is to highlight the
importance of being creative and innovative in our strategies
of problem solving. After the trick the facilitator can discuss
about the reasons as to why the participants were not able to
open the box and the importance of innovative thinking.
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